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The Rings of Harmony 
The Rings of Harmony is a multi-dimensional and multi-timeline tool to cleanse, release, detoxify, 
purify and harmonize anything.  It works on your energy field to transform issues and raise 
vibration.  It works for companies, places, marketing materials, pets, logos, websites, your projects, 
your home, office & business, your products & services, your goals and visions and anything else 
you can think about.  The possibilities are endless.   

Your access to launch and execute The Rings of Harmony has been enabled after your purchase and 
it will be installed for you as you listen to the recording.  While the installation takes place, it is 
recommended that you notice your thoughts, feelings, emotions and any sensation you may 
experience.  This way, you can gradually develop your skills to notice the flow of energy and 
information.  You can apply this tool for any of your timelines. 

 

Installation instructions 
Please listen to the accompanying recording to install the Rings of Harmony for you.  You only 
need to install the tool once. 

 

Activation 
Activation Phrase:  Activate the Rings of Harmony 

You  can execute anytime by saying, thinking or intending “Activate the Rings of Harmony.”  The 
activation command launches the Rings of Harmony around you or your specified object.  Please 
use it daily to develop your interaction with it and to cleanse and harmonize your personal field and 
your chakras. 

 

Description of Tasks 
 

1) The Rings of Harmony is a very powerful holographic tool and can be used for deep 
cleansing, releasing and harmonizing energy fields of a person, company, location, products, 
logo, marketing materials and more.  

2) The rings are multi-dimensional in nature and they work in multi-timeline.  
3) The Rings of Harmony are one of the most powerful tools available on the planet for deep 

cleansing and harmonizing 
4) A set of 7 rings would come down around the energy field of a person, product, home, etc. 

when activated or called.  Each ring has different symbols, sacred geometry, cosmic 
frequencies, transformational algorithm and other markings on them. The rings would 
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rotate and align different symbols to release and resolve different issues and allow new 
solutions to come in. 

5) This is also a very powerful tool to cleanse and harmonize your chakras 
6) A set of another 7 rings can come down around a person’s energy field, outside of the first 

set of 7 rings, when harmful cord connections need to be extracted.  These connections 
would then be neutralized from all sides. 

7) All changes happen in the most harmonious way for an individual and with each step, the 
body holds more light and the individual moves toward a higher consciousness. 

 
How to Use The Rings of Harmony 
 

1) Create a sacred space of neutrality and non-judgment by activating the Harmonic Shield 
around you if you have not done so already.  You can launch it by using the command 
“Activate the Harmonic Shield”.  A free version of this Harmonic Shield can be downloaded 
by subscribing to Life Harmonized email newsletters. 

2) Launch The Rings of Harmony by saying “Activate The Rings of Harmony” 
3) You can activate it around your personal field, around your home’s energy field, around a 

property, around business materials, around products, around food or anything else 
4) You can activate The Rings of Harmony by calling them around an object or your personal 

energy field or projecting them around anything 
5) Once The Rings of Harmony is called, the process is automatic.  The rings will complete their 

predefined tasks to release, cleanse, remove blocks, harmonize, disconnect and extract 
cords that are not intentional or beneficial, cleanse chakras, flush all disharmony out of our 
field and send everything for transmutation. 

6) The field of a person or object is being flushed with pure light while the Rings of Harmony is 
active 

7) Everything happens in the most harmonious way preserving the highest love, light, joy, 
harmony, truth, healing and abundance 

 

Examples 
1) You can activate The Rings of Harmony by calling them around an object or projecting them 

around anything.  Such as: 
a. Think about your home and say Activate The Rings of Harmony around my home 
b. Think about your office and say Activate The Rings of Harmony around my office 
c. If you are having issues with another person, think about both of you and say 

Activate The Rings of Harmony around both of us 
d. If you are having issues with abundance, think about your current situation and say 

Activate The Rings of Harmony to resolve my issues with receiving abundance 
e. If you are having a relationship issue, think about your current situation and say 

Activate The Rings of Harmony to resolve {name the specific issue} 
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f. If you are having issues with receiving, think about your current situation and say 
Activate The Rings of Harmony to resolve all issues so I can receiving abundantly 

g. If you are having issues with your projects, think about your projects and say 
Activate The Rings of Harmony around my projects and resolve all issues 

h. If you are going to do a presentation, think about your audience and say Activate 
The Rings of Harmony around me and my audience to harmonize everything 

For any type of issues, call The Rings of Harmony first.  Please take a few seconds every day to 
activate the Rings of Harmony around you and your home. 

Thank you for helping us to raise our collective consciousness. 
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